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Analysis of fluctuation conductivity in Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ
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A study was made of the influence of substitution of up to 50% of yttrium for cadmium in YBa2Cu3O7−δ

polycrystals on the mechanism of formation of excess conductivity. It has been established that such a substitution

led to a significant increase in the resistivity of Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ , and the value of the critical transition

temperature Tc to the superconducting state decreases. The mechanism of formation of fluctuation conductivity

(T ) near Tc is considered within the framework of the Aslamazov−Larkin theory. The Ginzburg temperature, the

critical temperature in the mean field approximation, and the 3D-2D crossover temperature were determined. It

is shown that the doping of YBa YBa2Cu3O7−δ with cadmium leads to an increase in the coherence length along

the c axis by a factor of 3.2. An analysis of the excess conductivity of the Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ sample within the

framework of the local pair model made it possible to determine the temperature dependences of the pseudogap

and its maximum value.
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1. Introduction

The analysis of experimental results of charge transfer

phenomena in metal oxide high temperature supercon-

ductors (HTSC) is complicated by a number of factors:

complex crystal structure [1–3] inhomogeneous distribution

of structural defects [4], opportunity of cluster formation

and formation of grain boundaries [5]; heterogeneity of

polycrystalline samples [6], due to the peculiarities of the

technological processes of synthesis, etc .

For a number of HTSC compounds, in addition to

the properties usual for superconductors, an interesting

phenomenon is observed: in the normal phase of HTSC,

a pseudogap (PG) opens in the excitation sector at a certain

characteristic temperature T∗ ≫ Tc (Tc — critical transi-

tion temperature into the superconducting state) [7–10].
Elucidation of the physics of PG formation inherent in

cuprates [11,12] will allow to answer a number of questions

about the mechanism of superconducting (SC) pairing in

a HTSC.

One of the research directions of HTSC with CuO2 active

plane is the improvement of their SC characteristics due to

isomorphic substitutions of one of the components [13–20].
From this point of view, the compound YBa2Cu3O7−δ

(YBCO) is attractive due to the opportunity of wide

variation of the composition by replacing yttrium with its

isoelectronic analogs, or by changing the degree of oxygen

nonstoichiometry. Note that yttrium in the composition

of YBCO is easily replaced by most lanthanides and

other elements [1,21–30], which usually does not lead to

deterioration of the SP properties of the initial composition.

The exception is praseodymium, t. k. PrBCO — dielec-

tric [31,32].
Earlier in [33] we analyzed the fluctuation conductivity

in the compositions Y1−xCdxBa2Cu3O7−δ (x = 0−0.4).
In the present work, the studies of the normal state of

YBa2Cu3O7−δ (Y1) and Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu 3O7−δ (Y2) in the

temperature range T ∗ > T > Tc , in order to determine their

physical characteristics, as well as to identify the opportunity

of the appearance of a PG state in the composition of

Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ . The analysis of the experimental

results was carried out on the basis of identifying the

excess conductivity above Tc as part of the model of

local pairs (LP) [12,18,20] as part of the fluctuation

theory of Aslamazov−Larkin (AL) and Hikami−Larkin

(KhL) [34,35] near Tc . Near temperature Tc , the fluctuation

conductivity (FLC) 1σ (T ) of samples Y1 and Y2 is

well described by the three-dimensional (3D) equation

of AL theory, which is typical for HTSC [1,11,32]. The

temperature dependence of the pseudogap was analyzed as

part of the local pair model developed in [11,36,37].

2. Experiment

Choice of the research object: The Y−Ba−Cu−O HTSC

material with the substitution of yttrium for cadmium was
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Figure 1. Sample X-ray diffraction pattern Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ .

due to the ion valence of yttrium and cadmium, as well

as the closeness of their ionic radii (0.90 and 0.95 Å
respectively).

Polycrystalline YBa2Cu3O7−δ and Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ

were obtained by the method tested in [23,28]. At the

first stage, the initial components in a stoichiometric ratio

were mixed and annealed in air at a temperature of 1120K

for 25 h. At the second stage, the resulting compositions

were annealed in an oxygen atmosphere (at a pressure of

1.2−15 atm) at a temperature of 1190K for 25 h, then

subjected to slow cooling to room temperature. It has

been established that when up to 50% of yttrium is

replaced by cadmium in the YBa2Cu3O7−δ composition,

the superconducting transition is retained at Tc ∼ 84.6K.

Samples 8× 4× 3mm were cut from pressed pellets

(12 in diameter, 3mm thick) of synthesized polycrystals.

The electrical resistance was measured using a standard

four-probe scheme. Current contacts were created by

applying a silver paste followed by connecting silver

wires 0.05ṁm in diameter to the ends of the polycrystal

to ensure uniform current flow over the sample. Potential

contacts were also created, which were located on the

surface of the sample in its middle part. Then, a three-

hour annealing was carried out at a temperature of 200◦C

in an oxygen atmosphere. Such a procedure allowed to

obtain contact resistance less than 1� and to carry out

resistive measurements at transport currents up to 10mA

in ab-plane.
In order to study the composition of the resulting

Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ HTSC material was subjected to

X-ray diffraction analysis. The research result is shown

in Fig. 1.

X-ray diffraction analysis showed that, in addition to the

main material Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ , BaO2 oxides also exist

in X-rays, BaCuO2 and CdO. However, we note that in

different compositions of SC polycrystals, in addition to the

main crystalline granules, there are always various oxides.

We believe that the difference between the ionic radii

of Y and Cd leads to a distortion of the crystal structure of

YBCO. This leads to the formation of defects in the structure

and the appearance of pinnings in the crystal structure.

The resulting pinnings reduce the probability of splitting

of superconducting pairs and create the opportunity of a

transition to the superconducting state of an HTSC material

with a high resistance value in the normal phase.

3. Results and discussion thereof

3.1. Resistive properties

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the

resistivity ρ(T ) = ρab(T ) of the YBa2Cu3O7−δ (a) and

Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ (b).

Temperature dependence of resistivity of YBa2Cu3O7−δ

and Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ samples in the normal phase

is well extrapolated by the expression ρn(T ) = ρ0
+ kT + BT 2 (here B and k are some constants (for Y1:
ρ0 = 18.37µ� · cm, B = 0.000227 and k = 0.08; and

for Y2: ρ0 = 451.6µ� · cm, B = 0.00175 and k = 0.8)).

Note that the contribution of the quadratic term is much

less than the contribution of the linear component, so that

the dependence ρn(T ) can practically be considered linear.

This dependence of the resistivity of the Y1 and Y2

samples, extrapolated to the low temperature region, was

used to determine the excess conductivity 1σ (T ) according
to

1σ (T ) = ρ−1(T ) − ρ−1
n (T ). (1)

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the value of the critical

temperature of samples of the YBaCuO system upon doping

with Cd in the considered case remains close to ∼ 85K.

In this case, the resistivity ρ(T ) of the sample Y2 in

the normal phase at 300K, compared to YBa2Cu3O7−δ

increases approximately by 14 times (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Temperature dependences of resisti-

vity ρ of samples: a — YBa2Cu3O7−δ (Y1) [33]
and b — Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ (Y2). The straight lines represent

the ρn(T ) dependences extrapolated to the low temperature

region.
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Table 1. Sample Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ and YBa2Cu3O7−δ parameters obtained from fluctuation conductivity analysis

YBCO (Cd) ρ (300K), µ� · cm ρ (100K), µ� · cm Tc , K Tmf
c , K TG, K T0, K ξc(0), Å References

Y1 (x = 0) 60 24 90.2 91.99 92.1 92.8 1.1 [33]

Y2 (x = 0.5) 847 423 84.6 87.1 88 89.6 3.51 −
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Figure 3. Method for determining T∗ sample

Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ by criterion [ρ(T )−ρ0]/aT = 1.

In the temperature range above T ∗ = (142.2 ± 0.5)K
to 300K, the dependence ρ(T ) of the doped sample Y2

is linear with a slope dρ/dT = 0.38µ� · cm/K (Fig. 1, b).
A more precise method for determining T∗ is based on

using the criterion [ρ(T )−ρ0]/aT = 1, which is obtained

by transforming the equation by a straight line [38],
where ρ0 — residual resistance cut off by this line on

the y -axis at T = 0K. In this case T ∗ is defined as the

temperature of the deviation of ρ(T ) from 1 [32,38] (Fig. 3).

3.2. Analysis of fluctuation conductivity

The fluctuation conductivity in the studied samples was

determined from the analysis of the excess conductivity

1σ (T ) by the difference between the measured resistance

ρ(T ) and the linear normal resistance of the sample

ρn(T ) = aT + ρ0, extrapolated to low temperature re-

gion [11,39–42]. Obviously, the excess conductivity 1σ (T )
found in this case, determined by equation (1), should

contain information on the temperature dependence of both

the FLC and the PG [11,32,39–42].
In order to determine the FLP as part of the local

pair (LP) [11,39] model, first of all, it is required to

determine the critical temperature in the mean field approx-

imation, which separates the FLP region from the region of

critical fluctuations [11,43], i.e. fluctuations of the SP order

parameter 10 immediately near Tc (where 10 < kBT ) not

taken into account in the Ginzburg−Landau [43] theory.

Tmf
c — is an important parameter for both FLP and PG

analysis, since it determines the reduced temperature

ε = (T/Tmf
c − 1), (2)

which is included in all equations of this work.

The method for determining Tmf
c for the sample Y2 based

on the analysis of the temperature dependence is shown

in Fig. 4.

According to Fig. 4, the temperature Tc of the SC transi-

tion, TG — the Ginzburg temperature, up to which the mean

field theory is valid with decreasing temperatures [44,45]
and T0 — 3D−2D crossover temperature limiting the region

of 3D−AL fluctuations from above [35,46].
The fluctuation conductivity for the studied samples was

determined by equation (1).
In the works [11,39,42] it is shown that the linear

temperature dependence of the resistance in the high

temperature region — is a distinctive feature of the normal

state of HTSC cuprates, which is characterized by the

stability of the Fermi surface [42]. Below the opening

temperature of the PG, the Fermi surface is likely to be

rearranged [8,42]. As a result, at T ≤ T∗, not only almost

all properties of HTSC change and the dependence ρ(T )
deviates from the linear dependence [7,39–42], but the car-

rier density also decreases charge at the Fermi level [47,48],
which, by definition, is called a pseudogap [1,7–12]. It

is obvious that the excess conductivity 1σ (T ) arising in
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ln(T/Tc−1) of samples Y1 [33] and Y2. Solid lines — calculation

as part of the Aslamazov−Larkin theory.

this case, determined by equation (1), should contain

information about the temperature dependence of both FLP

and PG [11,32,39–42]. This approach was used to analyze

the 1σ (T ) sample Y1.

In HTSC near Tc , the coherence length along the c axis

is greater than the corresponding YBCO lattice cell size

d = c = 11.7 Å [33], and fluctuation superconducting pairs

(FSCP) interact in the entire volume of the superconductor.

Accordingly, this is the region of 3D fluctuations. As a

result, up to the temperature of the 3D−2D crossover

T0 > Tmf
c , the 1σ (ε) conductivity is always extrapolated

by the fluctuation contribution of the Aslamazov−Larkin

theory [34] for 3D systems [11,39–41]:

1σAL3D = C3D{e2/[32~ξc(0)]}ε−1/2. (3)

Hence it easily follows that 1σ−2(T ) ∼ ε ∼ (T−Tmf
c ). As

shown in Fig. 3, for sample Y2, the extrapolated linear

dependence 1σ−2(T ) goes to zero at T = Tmf
c [(46)43].

Having determined Tmf
c , it is possible to construct the

dependence of ln1σ on ln ε for samples Y1 and (Fig. 4).
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that, near Tc , the FLC in all

cases is well approximated by the fluctuation contribution

of AL for 3D systems (3) (straight 3D−AL lines with

slope λ = −1/2). This means that the classical 3D FLC

is always realized in cuprate HTSC when T tends to Tc

and ξc(T ) > d [11,32,39,41]. Above T0, the dependence of

ln1σ on ln ε sharply changes the slope. Such dependence

with slope λ = −1 is typical for 2D−AL fluctuations [34]:

1σAL2D = C2D{e2/[16~d]}ε−1. (4)

Thus, at a T0 temperature, the value of which is given

in Table 1, a 3D−2D crossover occurs. It is obvious that

ξc(T0) = d, whence we obtain

ξc(0) = d
√
ε0. (5)

3.3. Analysis of the magnitude and temperature
dependence of the pseudogap

As noted above, in cuprates at T < T∗, the density of

electronic states of quasiparticles decreases at the Fermi

level [12,47–49] (the reason for this phenomenon has not

yet been fully elucidated), which creates conditions for the

formation of a pseudogap in excitation spectrum [10–12,44]
and ultimately leads to the formation of excess conductivity.

The magnitude and temperature dependence of the pseu-

dogap in the studied samples were analyzed as part of the

LP model [11,50] taking into account the theory [51–53]
predicted for HTSC for the transition from Bose-Einstein

condensation (BEC) to the BCS regime as the temperature

decreases in the interval T ∗ < T < Tc . Note that excess

conductivity exists precisely in this temperature range,

where fermions presumably form pairs — the so-called

strongly-coupled bosons (SCB) [10,11,51–53]. The pseudo-

gap is characterized by a certain value the binding energy

εb ∼ 1/ξ2(T ), which causes the creation of such pairs [51–
53], which decreases with temperature, since the coherence

length of superconducting pairs ξ(T ) = ξ(0)(T /Tc−1)−1/2,

on the contrary, increases as T [40] decreases. Therefore,

according to the LP model, SCB transform into FSCP

as T approaches Tc (BEC−BCS transition), which becomes

possible due to the exceptionally small coherence length

ξ(T ) in cuprates [11,42,54–56].
Our studies allow to estimate the magnitude and tem-

perature dependence of PG, based on the temperature de-

pendence of excess conductivity over the entire temperature

range from T ∗ to Tc according to [11,50,56]:

1σ (ε) =

{

A(2− T/T ∗)[exp(−1∗/T )]e2

16~ξc(0)
√

2ε∗0 sh(2ε/ε
∗

0 )

}

, (6)

where (1− T/T ∗) determines the number of pairs formed

at T ≤ T ∗: a exp(−1∗/T ) — the number of pairs destroyed

by thermal fluctuations below the BEC−BCS transition

temperature. The factor A has the same meaning as the

factors C3D and C2D in equations (3) and (4).
The solution of equation (6) gives the value 1∗:

1∗(T ) = T ln

{

A(1− T/T ∗)e2

1σ (T )16~ξc(0)
√

2ε∗0 sh(2ε/ε
∗

0 )

}

, (7)

where 1σ (T ) — excess conductivity determined in the

experiment.

Figure 6 shows the dependences of the logarithm of the

excess conductivity of the sample Y2 on the reciprocal

temperature. The choice of such coordinates is due to

the strong sensitivity of the linear segment ln1σ (1/T )
to the value 1∗(Tc) in equation (6), which allows to

estimate this parameter with high accuracy (this needed

to find the factor A) [11,(49)50,57]. It was also shown

in the works [1,32,39] that in these coordinates the

shape of the theoretical curve turned out to be very

sensitive to the value of 1∗(TG). The dependences
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ln1σ (1/T ) were calculated according to the method tested

in [20,58]. In addition, it is assumed that 1∗(TG) = 10(0),
where 10 — SG gap [55,56]. Let’s underline that it is

the value 1∗(TG) that determines the true value of the

PG and is used to estimate the value of the BCS ratio

D∗ = 210(0)/KBTc = 21∗(TG)/KBTc in a specific HTSC

sample [1,32,39]. The best approximation of the depen-

dence of ln1σ on 1/T by equation (6) for sample Y2 is

achieved at D∗ = 5± 0.2.

Equations (6) and (7) include a number of parameters,

which are also determined from experiment within the

framework of the LP model [32,40]. In addition to Tc ,

ξc(0) and ε, which are obtained from resistive measurements

Table 2. Parameter of pseudogap analysis of HTSC material

Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ

YBCO (Cd) T∗, K A∗ Tm, K D∗, K 1∗(Tm), K 1∗(TG), K

Y2 (x =0.5) 142.6 16.6 122.6 2.5 660 385

and FLP analysis, both equations include a factor A, which

has the same meaning as C-factor in FLP theory, and

theoretical parameter ε∗0 [49–51]. According to [59,60],
the optimal approximation for HTSC material is achieved

at 21∗(T )/kBT ≈ 5−7. For sample Y2, the value is

21∗(Tc)/kBTc = 5. As a result, from the LP analysis for

sample Y2, values A equal to 16.6 were obtained.

Based on the obtained sample parameter Y2, the de-

pendences 1σ (ε) were calculated using equation (7) and,

comparing theory with experiment in the region of 3D−AL

fluctuations near Tc , where ln1σ (ln ε) — linear function

of reduced temperature ε with slope λ = −1/2 [32,40,59]
good agreement of equation (6) with experiment in the

temperature range from T∗ to TG. This feature belongs

to one of the main properties of most HTSC [11,40,49–51].
It can be assumed that equation (7) gives reliable values of

the value and temperature dependence of PG.

The temperature dependence and the value of the

pseudogap parameter 1∗(T ) (Fig. 6) were calculated on the

basis of equation (7) with the parameters given in Tables 1

and 2. As noted in [11,48], the value of the factor A
is selected from the condition of the coincidence of the

temperature dependence 1σ (eq. 6), setting 1∗ = 1∗(T )
with experimental data in the region 3D of fluctuations

near Tc .

It is also seen from the data presented in Fig. 7 that, with

decreasing temperature, the magnitude of the pseudogap

first increases, then, after passing through a maximum,

decreases. This decrease is due to the transformation of

the SCB into the FSCP as a result of the BEC−BCS

transition, which is accompanied by an increase in the

excess conductivity at T → Tc . This behavior 1∗ with

decreasing temperature was first observed on YBCO [11,48]
films with different oxygen contents, which is apparently

typical of cuprate HTSC [51].

4. Conclusion

Thus, it can be concluded that, in the

Y0.5Cd0.5Ba2Cu3O7−δ we studied, the formation of

local pairs of carriers charge at T ≫ Tc , which creates

conditions for the formation of a pseudogap [10–12]
with the subsequent establishment of phase coherence of

fluctuation superconducting pairs at T < Tc [59,60].
The study showed that near Tc the fluctuation conduc-

tivity is well described in terms of the Aslamazov−Larkin

fluctuation theory: 3D−AL. Above the 3D−2D crossover

temperature, the 2D−AL theory is applicable.
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